
Despite the majority of spot FX trading venues incorporating buyside liquidity providers, sourcing for spot FX liquidity remains challenging, particularly for 
block-sized trades. GreySpark believes the experienced liquidity challenges are due to the very fast nature of spot FX trading, which is heavily electronified: 
RFS, RFQ and counterparty matching are largely undertaken in milliseconds, which has led to time-based liquidity fragmentation. GreySpark concludes that 
the liquidity issues facing market participants in 2017 will not be resolved until new trading models emerge that can aggregate time-fragmented liquidity to 
overcome the manifested shortcomings of today’s spot FX market. 
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Dedicated dealer-to-dealer (D2D) venues are functionally 
extinct: even where such liquidity pools are advertised, all 
contain non-sellside participants. In 2016, D2D trading in 
so-called D2D pools comprise a mere 

10% of total spot FX trading. 

The D2C trading model has been more 
resilient to change: 

14% 
of venues operate a sellside liquidity-only 
D2C market model.

The most progressive venues combine A2A 
functionality and acknowdgement. 
Almost 

25% 
of the sample fall into this category. 
Most of these venues use their A2A trading model 
as a competitive differentiator and publicly advertise 
buyside liquidity provision. 

Most venues bunch at the centre as they move from 
pure D2C/D2D trading models to A2A trading. 
These venues score 

>50% 
on A2A support but take vastly different 
approaches to acknowledging and advertising 
buyside liquidity providers. Among this cluster, 
A2A functionality is negatively correlated with public 
acknowledgement of buyside liquidity providers.

TRENDS IN FX TRADING 2017
ALL-TO-ALL IN ALL BUT NAME

From 2015 to the end of 2016, GreySpark Partners observed gradual changes in the spot FX market that cumulatively amount to a fundamental change in market structure. Banks 
no longer dominate FX trading as liquidity is increasingly provided by buyside market participants. Automated e-trading acts as the major driver of FX turnover volume variance.  
This report explores the Bank for International Settlements’ 2016 FX survey results and the implications for sellside and buyside business models. GreySpark evaluated leading 
spot FX trading venues and venue-like platforms to ascertain the degree to which these trading environments incorporate new buyside liquidity providers.
Spot FX venues are visualised with all-to-all (A2A) functionality on the x-axis and A2A acknowledgement on the y-axis. The larger the bubble, the greater the discrepancy 
between A2A functionality and the public acknowledgement thereof. 


